Caravan exhaust

First Name:. Last Name:. There is one minivan that allows you all of the space and technology
you need, and that is the Dodge Grand Caravan. You will also find a great standard engine,
clever storage, and fairly impressive gas mileage. All of this adds up to a minivan that gives you
the best of everything you could be looking for. Ready to find out more? Keep reading down
below as we go through more reasons to love the Dodge Grand Caravan. The Grand Caravan
was built with high-strength steel from the foundation to the frame, contributing to
vehicle-impact performance. Impress those behind you with the bright signature LED taillamps.
Available fog lamps help you see the obstacles in your way in any condition. No Dodge vehicle
is complete without the distinctive and iconic crosshair grille. The 3. The standard horsepower
3. On select models, the second-row seats can be stowed or removed for more than cubic feet
of free space. The Dodge Grand Caravan has the ability to quickly change into a cargo van,
going from a family vehicle to a utility in less than no time. Cloth interior inch steel wheels.
Power driver's seat Uconnect infotainment. Leather interior Power liftgate. What is the standard
engine? Under the hood of the Grand Caravan is one standard engine. Sometimes it only takes
one engine to get the job done, and in the case of this minivan, the 3. You will even be getting
up to horsepower, and around pound-feet of torque. Paired with this engine is a six-speed
automatic transmission, which is never hunting for the right gear, and instead, shifts smoothly.
This is an Ecompatible engine, which will get you around 12 mpg in the city and up to 18 mpg
on the highway. Enjoy every drive when it comes to the Dodge Grand Caravan. There are three
different trim levels that you can choose from with the Grand Caravan! The highest trim with
this model is the SXT. This trim includes a power liftgate, power sliding doors, body-color
mirrors, and leather interior. There is also an optional Driver Convenience Group, for any other
features that you might be looking to add! We know that a major reason why everyone keeps
coming back to minivans is how safe they are for families. You know that when you get your
kids in the back seat, they are going to be kept safe, no matter the destination. The first step to
accomplish this is the seven standard airbags that you will find throughout. These airbags
include curtain airbags for all three rows, a driver-knee airbag, two frontal airbags, and two
side-impact airbags for the front seats. Do you need the best minivan around? There is no
better option out there today than the Dodge Grand Caravan. With one standard engine and
three available trim levels, all of the features you could potentially need are here! Vararam 4G
Air Grabber 4th Gen 5. Vararam 4G Air Grabber 5th Gen 5. JLT 3. Pay Monthly Over Time with.
Corsa Exhaust Xtreme Dodge Charger 5. Borla Exhaust Dodge Durango 5. QTP Dodge
Challenger 6. Corsa Challenger 5. Corsa Exhaust Dodge Challenger 5. The Dodge Charger
Hellcat Look Hood is now available from DURAFLEX to give your car that extreme performance
look without sacrificing quality because it is manufactured with six ounce fiberglass composed
of fiberglass, plastic and resins for the ultimate in durability. To reduce drag and increase fuel
efficiency in your Stealth, Charger, Avenger, Dart and Magnum consider installing a Rear Lip
Under Spoiler Air Dam that can help lessen the lift on your car by "spoiling" the airflow and
install Rear Wings that provide a down force on your Challenger, Charger, Ram Truck or Stealth
for faster cornering and more stability. If you are trying to reduce the down force that occurs
when the side air rushes in to your car's underbody, then side skits by DURAFLEX are the
answer because they serve to block the air and thus improve down force levels. For styling,
covering large tires, hiding rust or body damage around the wheel well or replacing damaged
fender flares on your Dodge Challenger then take a look at the DURAFLEX Fender Flares with
hand laid six-ounce fiberglass and black finish. The first Dodge that came off the assembly line
was in and was a five-passenger touring car with a wheelbase of inches and came equipped
with a 25 H. The Dodge owners of today want more for their cars and performance aftermarket
parts can fill that need with a variety of parts for both the exterior and interior and motor.
Filtering airborne contaminants so they don't get into your Dodge engine is a big job and over
time the air filter can get clogged and can result in a loss in performance, lower fuel economy,
misfiring, missing engine or unusual engine sounds. Another reason for choosing the CORSA
is the stupendous selection of sound levels available from the Touring Exhaust, the softest
sounding system to the XTREME, the most aggressive sounding system and the absence of
drone that is so annoying. Additionally, there is no restriction in the design of the system and
as a result you will see an improvement in horsepower and engine revolution. CORSA has a
variety of exhaust systems available for your car. For your Dodge Neon and Avenger the KONI
Sport or Street shocks are worth your consideration with the Sport being the best for lowering
springs and on some cars are adjustable externally and with the Street being the entry level
performance shock that are non-adjustable. The Classic Shocks for your early year Dodge
Coronet, Charger and Challenger give your classic car a modern feel and result in better
handling and a safer ride on the road and are off-the-car adjustable. The Dodge Charger and
Challenger Street T Kit comes with Street Shocks and custom-made lowering springs that are

ideally balanced for your individual ride and to avoid pitch and roll. Originating in the work force
at Late Model Performance has maintained a noteworthy high level of customer service and has
made available a multifarious selection of new performance automotive parts and
appurtenances represented by some of the preeminent names in the automotive performance
parts industry. The vehicles represented range from to the present date and our inventory is
tremendous and is continually rejuvenated for the purpose of offering an incomparable number
and multiplicity of parts to meet the customer's every need. Our 5-star service is an additional
reason to shop at Late Model Performance. See what LM Performance looked like in Dodge
These are some of the items you can find at LMPerformance for your Dodge The Dodge Charger
Hellcat Look Hood is now available from DURAFLEX to give your car that extreme performance
look without sacrificing quality because it is manufactured with six ounce fiberglass composed
of fiberglass, plastic and resins for the ultimate in durability. Privacy Policy. The Dodge Caravan
is one of the popular family vans. Sold as part of Chrysler's first mini van series, the Caravan
along with the Plymouth Voyager gave families the room they needed and it became almost an
overnight success. To save money on maintaining your Caravan, do easier repairs such as
replacing a bad muffler yourself. Determine if you need a new muffler on your Dodge Caravan
by looking under the van towards the back to see if there are any small or large holes in the
muffler or to determine if it has fallen off partially or completely. Severe rust spots that are
wearing through to form holes is another sign you should replace the muffler. Purchase a
muffler for a Dodge Caravan. You can purchase either a new muffler or a used muffler; however,
new mufflers are more reliable than used mufflers. Place an old blanket or a large piece of
cardboard on the ground beneath the rear part of the Caravan. You can also put the van on jack
stands if desired. This often makes it much easier to remove the muffler and work more
comfortably. Examine the old muffler. Spray the fasteners and nuts generously with a
penetrating lubricant before you loosen them. Also spray lube on all clamp bolts and
connecting points of the exhaust system. The penetrating lubricant will help you to remove the
screws and bolts with ease. Disconnect the tail pipe from the muffler assembly. Then, take off
all nuts and clamps connecting the exhaust pipe to the muffler to remove the muffler. Clean the
exhaust and tail pipes where they will connect to the new muffler with a wire brush. Replace
broken insulators and any that look worn. You'll also look for worn supports or other attaching
parts and replace those as well. Assemble the muffler loosely, but wait to tighten the clamps
and bolts until you're sure it's aligned correctly. Make sure all tabs are securely in place.
Tighten the nuts on the clamps that connect the muffler to the tail pipe with 28 ft-lb torque.
Tighten the nuts on the clamps that connect the muffler to the exhaust pipe with 25 ft-lb torque.
Lower the van, start the engine and check the new muffler for any leaks or loud sounds. If there
are leaks or loud sounds, then you may need to tighten the clamps more. This article was
written by a professional writer, copy edited and fact checked through a multi-point auditing
system, in efforts to ensure our readers only receive the best information. To submit your
questions or ideas, or to simply learn more, see our about us page: link below. Step 1 Determine
if you need a new muffler on your Dodge Caravan by looking under the van towards the back to
see if there are any small or large holes in the muffler or to determine if it has fallen off partially
or completely. Step 2 Purchase a muffler for a Dodge Caravan. Step 3 Place an old blanket or a
large piece of cardboard on the ground beneath the rear part of the Caravan. Step 4 Examine the
old muffler. Step 5 Disconnect the tail pipe from the muffler assembly. Step 6 Clean the exhaust
and tail pipes where they will connect to the new muffler with a wire brush. Step 7 Assemble the
muffler loosely, but wait to tighten the clamps and bolts until you're sure it's aligned correctly.
Tips Write down the mileage and date of the muffler change and keep this information with the
muffler warranty. You may need it for future reference if the muffler breaks or malfunctions.
Dispose of the old muffler properly by breaking it down into small parts. Put the small parts in a
trash bag and throw away. One of the most common automotive problems is an exhaust leak.
Leaking exhaust can be loud, smelly, and depending on where the leak is coming from
dangerous. If your Dodge Caravan has a leaking exhaust system, it should not be ignored. A
leaking exhaust system affects your Caravan in many ways. Here are the most common
symptoms of an exhaust leak:. Replacing the converter is expensive. Ignoring the leak can cost
you way more in the long run. It is not safe to drive with an exhaust leak if the exhaust smell is
making its way inside of the vehicle itself. If your Caravan has leaking exhaust, it can only be
caused by some form of damage to the exhaust system itself. Driving around with an exhaust
leak can be loud and dangerous. Good luck diagnosing your Dodge Caravan. If there is anything
that you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Here are the most common
symptoms of an exhaust leak: Loud Rumbling Sound â€” As the exhaust leak escapes through
holes in the exhaust, it will let out a deep rumble sound. This is the sound of unmuffled exhaust,
and is the most obvious symptom of an exhaust leak. Smell â€” Leaking exhaust smells terrible.

If your Caravan has leaking exhaust, the bad smell is more than just an odor, it contains carbon
monoxide. Even a light amount of Carbon Monoxide can make you sick. If you smell your
exhaust leaking, you need to roll your windows down and get fresh air in your cabin right away.
Fixing the exhaust leak is vital. Check Engine Light â€” There are many trouble codes related to
the exhaust oxygen content and catalytic converter s. If the exhaust is leaking bad enough, the
oxygen sensors are going to pick this up and trip the check engine light , giving you a trouble
code. Poor Fuel Economy â€” Another symptoms of an exhaust leak is lackluster fuel economy.
Really, the whole vehicle can feel like it is vibrating as the exhaust leak throws off the entire
balance of the vehicle, and it runs rougher. Dodge Caravan Exhaust Leak Causes If your
Caravan has leaking exhaust, it can only be caused by some form of damage to the exhaust
system itself. This gasket is one of the highest exhaust system failure points. Look at the bolts
that connect them. Are they all still intact? Are they still torqued to the proper torque specs?
Check to see if the sound is coming from there. Rusted Out Exhaust â€” It is entirely possible
that the exhaust system has rusted to the point that exhaust can now escape from it. Be the first
to write a review. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. This is a
listing for a brand new replacement Exhaust Reduction Pipe. Free Ground Shipping within the
contiguous 48 US states. Ship internationally through eBay's Global Shipping Program cost
provided before shipping. Pit Stop Auto is a specialist in quality automotive parts. We provide
the right part at the right price with the click of a mouse. We pride ourselves on our customer
service so any in-depth questions not answered by our extensive catalog can be answered by a
live representative for your convenience. Pit Stop Auto offers no hassle warranty services,
enthusiastic and responsive customer service support, and highly trained ASE certified
technicians to help resolve all your issues. We are responsive to emails and eBay messages
nights and weekends. Ship internationally through eBay's Global Shipping Program cost
provided at checkout. Orders received before pm CST are shipped the same day! We pride
ourselves in shipping your order immediately. Ground shipping within the contiguous 48 states
averages business days not including weekends and holidays. Contact us for any shipping
inquiries i. International customers are responsible for any and all taxes, duties, or other
additional fees associated with the delivery. Orders are routed through eBay's shipping center
in Erlanger, Kentucky and then shipped internationally. The program offers great value for
customers who are not in urgent need of a replacement part. All items purchased new, not
installed, in original packaging from Pit Stop Auto may be returned within 30 days from the
purchase date. The buyer will notify Pit Stop Auto of the new return including tracking
information , which must be in new condition not installed in the original packaging and in
resell-able condition. Pit Stop Auto will refund the item upon receipt and inspection of the
returned item inspections are usually handled within 1 business day. After your returned item is
inspected and approved for refund, we will refund your original payment method. The buyer is
responsible for all expenses to return the new product to Pit Stop Auto. To file a warranty claim,
you must provide your original order number and receipts that show our products were
installed by a professional mechanic or service station specializing in automotive air
conditioning systems. Lastly, the system must be flushed thoroughly before installation of the
new compressor and filled with the correct type and volume of refrigerant and oil. Repair
receipts should include a listing that shows these additional components were replaced to
qualify for a warranty return. The buyer will notify Pit Stop Auto of the warranty return along
with required documentation to obtain return shipping instructions. We will provide payment for
return shipping only when buyer obtains prior approval and follows our return instructions. At
our discretion, Pit Stop Auto will provide the option for a refund of the purchase price or
exchange of the warranty item upon notification within 30 days of purchase. Warranty claims
after 30 days of purchase will be replaced with a new exchange item. Warranty claims will be
inspected upon receipt of the returned item Inspections are usually handled within 1 business
day. After your returned item is inspected and approved, we will contact you to confirm if you
would like to receive your refund if applicable, applied to original payment method or exchange.
Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share
on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab.
Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel.
Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge.
Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new
window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money
Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More
See all. Item Information Condition:. List price:. What does this price mean? You save:. Sign in
to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full.
Same day Shipping. Longtime Member. This amount is subject to change until you make

payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab. Item location:. Mansfield, Texas, United States. Ships to:. United
States and many other countries See details. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. Estimated between Sat. Delivery
times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges
are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International
shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or
tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing
Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for
your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not
guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We
were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with
this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This
part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching
this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Powered by Frooition. Shop Categories. Pit Stop Auto is
happy to offer a 1 year limited manufacturer's warranty. Hassle free returns for new items in
original packaging. Our pricing is the lowest available and we are committed to delivering
quality service. Returns We are happy to offer a hassle free returns policy. How to receive a
refund? As long as your item is unopened, you can use the attached Return Label to ship your
order back to Pit Stop Auto. Warranty Pit Stop Auto offers a hassle free warranty policy against
defects by the original manufacturer for all of the products we sell. All of our products at Pit
Stop Auto are warrantied against defects by the original manufacturers. Any warranty claims
required will be filed by Pit Stop Auto on the behalf of the buyer. Pit Stop Auto provides a 1 Year
limited warranty. How to file a warranty claim? Helpful Links. View more great items. This listing
is currently undergoing maintenance, we apologise for any inconvenience caused. Shipping
and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options.
Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your
location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. N
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o additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping
Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There
are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country.
Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more.
Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page. Listed in category:.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image
not available Photos not available for this variation. AP Exhaust. Applications: Dodge Caravan
2. Returns Returns We are happy to offer a hassle free returns policy. Warranty Warranty Pit
Stop Auto offers a hassle free warranty policy against defects by the original manufacturer for
all of the products we sell. International Priority Shipping.

